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1. INTRODUCTION
A group G is said to be finitary linear if it acts faithfully on a vector
space V over a field K in such a way that, for every g g G, the endomor-
phism g y 1 has finite rank. With respect to a fixed basis of V of
cardinality L, this gives rise to a faithful finitary representation s : G ª
 .  .FGL L, K into the group FGL L, K of all invertible matrices A of type
L = L with entries from K, and with the additional property that A y E
has only finitely many non-zero columns. The representation s is said to
be stable if gs y 1 has only finitely many non-zero entries for every
g g G. It is an open question, whether every finitary linear group has a
faithful stable representation. A straightforward argument shows however,
that the answer to this question is affirmative for countable groups, and
that every irreducible finitary representation of a countable group is
 w x.equivalent to a stable representation see 6, Theorem 2.1 .
It is the object of this paper to enrich the theory of finitary linear groups
w xby generalizing the well-known theorem of Zalesskii and Winter 13, 12
about absolutely irreducible periodic linear groups to the finitary linear
case. In the sequel, KL shall always denote the canonical right
 .FGL L, K -module. Our main result is as follows.
THEOREM A. Let K be an algebraically closed field, and let s : G ª
 .FGL L, K be a faithful irreducible finitary representation of the periodic
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group G. Let K be the smallest subfield of K containing the m-th roots of
unity for e¨ery natural number m, which occurs as the order of some element
 .in G. Then s is equi¨ alent to a finitary representation t : G ª FGL L, K .
The proof of Theorem A is based on a rather formal approach, which
combines an ultraproduct argument with an induction on the cardinality of
G. In this setup, an improvement of the theorem of Zalesskii and Winter,
w xwhich can be obtained from a well-known theorem of Brauer 2 , is used
locally. In certain cases it is possible to deduce slightly better results
directly from the known structure theorems about finitary linear groups.
THEOREM B. With the assumptions and notation of Theorem A, the
following hold:
 .a If Gs acts imprimiti¨ ely on KL, then s is equi¨ alent to a stable
 .representation t : G ª FGL L, K .
 .b If Char K s 0, if L is infinite, and if Gs acts primiti¨ ely on KL,
 .then s is equi¨ alent to a finitary representation t : G ª FGL L, Q .
Hence, Theorem A finds its major justification in the non-linear primi-
wtive modular case. In this case, the commutator subgroup is simple 14,
xTheorem B . Note also, that proper systems of imprimitivity may arise
w xfrom ascending subgroups 7, Theorem 7.6 , and that periodic irreducible
finitary linear groups over fields of positive and coprime characteristic are
w xalways imprimitive 9, Propositions 2 and 3 provided that they act on an
infinite-dimensional vector space.
Theorems A and B have an immediate consequence concerning the size
of periodic finitary linear groups.
 .THEOREM C. Let s : G ª FGL L, K be a faithful finitary representa-
tion of the periodic group G, and let Ns be the largest unipotent normal
subgroup of Gs .
 . < <  L4a Then GrN F max / , 2 .o
 .b If Char K is coprime to the orders of the elements in G, then
< <  4GrN F max / , L .o
w xIt was shown in 8, Theorem B that the largest unipotent normal
 .subgroup N of the periodic finitary linear group G coincides with O G inp
characteristic p ) 0, while N s 1 otherwise. Moreover, if G is irreducible,
then N s 1 too.
Theorems A and B also apply to finitary representations over arbitrary
 .fields. If s : G ª FGL L, K is an irreducible finitary representation,
w xthen from 5 , there is a finite field extension LrK such that V s KL is
also a vector space over L, and such that V is absolutely irreducible as
 .L Gs -module. And the transition from K to L does not affect stability of
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representations, if we shrink L to a L-basis of V. We shall use this
observation in the proof of the following result.
 .THEOREM D. a E¨ery periodic irreducible locally sol¨ able finitary lin-
ear group is countable.
 .  .b E¨ery periodic locally sol¨ able subgroup G of FGL L, K is the
extension of its largest unipotent normal subgroup by a group of cardinality at
 4most max / , L .o
2. LOCAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section we shall establish the local tools for the proof of Theorem
A. In the sequel, K shall always denote an algebraically closed field, and
 .s : G ª FGL L, K shall always be a faithful irreducible finitary representa-
tion of the periodic group G. Choose K as in Theorem A. For con¨enience,
we shall suppress s in most cases and consider G as a subgroup of
 .FGL L, K . Let us first note the improved version of the theorem of
Zalesskii and Winter for linear groups.
PROPOSITION 2.1. If L is finite, then the assertion of Theorem A holds.
 w x.Proof. A theorem of Burnside see 11, 1.17 ensures that G contains
L2 elements, which are linearly independent over K. These elements
w xgenerate a finite subgroup F of the periodic linear group G. Now 2 yields
 .  .  .elements x g GL L, K and y g GL L, K g g G such thatg
x  : ygF F GL L , K and F , g F GL L , K for all g g G. .  .
Since F contains L2 linearly independent elements, it follows that g yg g
y xg  .K F and g g K F for all g g G. Hence G F GL L, K
 .Let V s KL be the canonical right FGL L, K -module. Since the cardi-
 .nal L is a well-ordered set, we may for every F F FGL L, K recursively
 .choose l g L minimal with respect to l f C F q  K ? l .F ,a F ,a V b - a F ,b
Let G be the set of all such l , and let L be the join of G with the setF F ,a F F
 .of all l g L such that some g y 1 g g F has a non-zero lth column.
w x  .Then V, F : V s KL and V s C F q V . The degree of F is theF F V F
w xminimum of the dimensions of all subspaces U of V satisfying V, F F U
 .and V s U q C F . If F has finite degree, then V is finite-dimensional.V F
LEMMA 2.2. If E F F F G, then L : L and V F V .E F E F
 .Proof. It suffices to show that G : G . Let V s C E q  K ?E F a V b - a
 .l , and choose m minimal with respect to l f V . Put U s C FE,b a F ,m a a Va
q  K ? l . Then U F V enforces that l F l , while lb - m F ,b a a F ,m E,a F ,ma a a
f V enforces that l F l . Hence l s l g G for all a .a E,a F ,m E,a F ,m Fa a
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 .If L : L, and if A s a is a matrix of type L = L, then weo i j i, jg L
 .denote by A N the matrix a of type L = L .L i j i, jg L o oo o
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S be a local system of subgroups of G of finite
 .degrees. Then for e¨ery F g S, there exist F* g S and a g GL L , KF F*
 .aF  .such that F F F* and F N F GL L , K .L # F*F
Proof. Let F s F, V s V , and consider a fixed F-composition series0 0 F
C in V with highest factor W rU . Put M s U . For i G 1 we recur-0 0 0 0 0 0
sively choose ¨ , F , V , C , W , U , M as follows.iy1 i i i i i i
If M is non-trivial, then pick ¨ g M _ 0. Since G is irreducible,iy1 iy1 iy1
there exists F g S such that F F F and V : ¨ ? KF . Let C be ai iy1 i iy1 iy1 i i
F -composition series in V s V , and let W rU be the factor in C withi i F i i ii
¨ g W _ U . Put M s M l U . Note that V F W and ¨ giy1 i i i iy1 i iy1 i iy1
M _ M .iy1 i
Since V is finite-dimensional, there is a minimal r G 0 such that0
M s 0. For 0 F i F r, let N s U l ??? l U . By omitting certain terms Ur i i r i
we may assume without loss that the series 0 s V l N F V l N F ???0 0 0 1
F V l N F V has non-trivial factors. Because V F W we then have0 r 0 0 iy1
W l N / N for 1 F i F r. Moreover, U l W l N s U l Niy1 i iy1 iy1 iy1 i iy1 i
s N . Since W rU is a F -composition factor, this enforcesiy1 iy1 iy1 iy1
W rN s U rN [ W l N rN for 1 F i F r . ) .  .iy1 iy1 iy1 iy1 iy1 i iy1
 4We shall now show by inverse induction over i g r, r y 1, . . . , 0 that,
with respect to a suitable choice of basis, the action of F on W rN isr i
represented by matrices over K. If i s r, then W rN s W rU is ar r r r
F -composition factor, and so the assertion follows from Proposition 2.1. Inr
the step i ª i y 1, denote epimorphic images modulo N by bars, andiy1
 .consider the decomposition ) . Since W l N / 0, and since W rUiy1 i iy1 iy1
 . is a F -composition factor, we have W l N s W l N r U liy1 iy1 i iy1 i iy1
.  . .N ( W l N q U rU s W rU . Again Proposition 2.1 en-i iy1 i iy1 iy1 iy1 iy1
sures that F acts by K-matrices on W l N with respect to a suitableiy1 i
basis B . Let B be a basis of U . Since V F KB q KB , there is a basis1 2 iy1 0 1 2
 .  .B of W such that B j B : B and B _ B j B : C F . Chooser 1 2 1 2 V
  . 4B : B such that no proper subset of ¨ q W q N N ¨ g B generates3 iy1 i 3
 .  .W r W q N . Note that B l B j B s B. Because of W q N sr iy1 i 3 1 2 iy1 i
 .U [ N , the set B j B q N is a basis of W rN . Put X s KB q KBiy1 i 2 3 i r i 2 3
  ..and Y s K B _ B j B . Then W s X [ Y is a decomposition into2 3 r
KF-modules X and Y. Here, the action of F on Y is represented by
 .K-matrices with respect to the basis B _ B j B , and X ( W rN as2 3 r i
KF-module. From our induction, B j B can be transformed into a basis2 3
of X which yields a representation of F on X by K-matrices. This
completes the induction.
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We finally obtain a basis of W which allows a representation of F on Wr r
by K-matrices. Since V F W , we can extend this basis to a basis of V0 r r
 .with vectors from C F , and choose F* s F .V r
COROLLARY 2.4. E¨ery subgroup of finite degree of an irreducible periodic
finitary linear group is countable.
 .  .Remark 2.5. Let F F FGL L, K and a g GL L , K , where L : Lo F o
 .: L. For every l g L _ L , choose c g C F and u g V such thato l V l F
 .l s u q c . Extend a to a g GL L, K via c a s l for all l g L _ L .l l l o
aw x w xThen V, a F KL , and L _ L , F s 0.o o
3. ULTRAPRODUCTS
A set F of subsets of the set I is said to be a filter on I, if the following
conditions are satisfied:
 .i B f F,
 .ii X, Y g F implies X l Y g F, and
 .iii X : Y : I and X g F implies Y g F.
It is a straightforward consequence of Zorn's Lemma, that every filter
on I is contained in an ultrafilter on I, that is, a filter with the additional
property that for every X : I, either X g F or I _ X g F.
 4Suppose now that S N i g I is a family of non-empty sets. Then everyi
ultrafilter F on I leads to an equivalence relation ; on  S viaF ig I i
 4s ; t if and only if i g I N s s t g F , .  .i F i i iigI igI
 .and we may form the set of equivalence classes  S rF. This set isig I i
called an ultraproduct.
If for every i g I, we are given a group G of automorphisms of thei
 .vector space V over the field K , then  G rF becomes a group ofi i ig I i
 .automorphisms of the vector space  V rF over the fieldig I i
 . K rF, where all the operations in question are defined compo-ig I i
 w x. wnentwise see 4, p. 65 . Moreover, there is the famous theorem of èos 1,Æ
xTheorem 5.2.1 with the consequence, that properties of the factors of an
ultraproduct, which can be formulated by first order sentences, are inher-
w xited by the ultraproduct itself 1, Corollary 5.2.2 . For our purposes we
record the following special case.
w xLEMMA 3.1 1, Example 5.3.19 . E¨ery ultraproduct of a family of ¨ector
spaces of finite dimensions F n is a ¨ector space of dimension F n.
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 .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let s : G ª FGL D, K be an irreducible finitary
representation of the periodic group G, and let K be a subfield of K. Let S be
a local system of subgroups of G. Suppose that there exist non-empty subsets
 .D : D S g S such that KD is Ss-in¨ariant, such that Ss N FS S D S
 .GL D , K , and such that S F T g S implies D : D . If there is a finitaryS S T
 .representation t : G ª FGL D, K such that, for e¨ery S g S, the subspace
 .  .cSKD is St-in¨ariant, and there exists c g GL D , K with gs N sS S S D S
gt N for all g g S, then s is equi¨ alent to the finitary representation of G onD Sw xKD, Gt induced from t .
Proof. For every S g S, let W s KD . Since V s KD is an irreducibleS S
 .K Gs -module, we have D s D D . Choose an ultrafilter F on SS g S S
 4which contains the set X s T g S N S F T for every S g S. ConsiderS
the ultraproducts
P s GL D , K rF , W s W rF , and . R R /  /
RgS RgS
L s K rF . /
RgS
Then W is a vector space over the field L, and P is a group of
L-automorphisms of W. Identify K with the diagonal of L, and identify
every ¨ g V with
¨ if ¨ g W ,R¨ g W where ¨ s .R RRgS  0 if ¨ f W .R
Then the finitary representations s , t of G on V s KD are equivalent to
the finitary representations s , t : G ª P of G on W s L m V F WÄ Ä o K
given via
gs N if g g RD Rgs s g where g s resp. .Ä R RRgS  1 if g f R
gt N if g g RD R w xgt s g where g s cf. 4, 1.L.7 . . .Ä Ã ÃR RRgS  1 if g f R
 . cPut c s c g P, and observe that gt s gs for all g g G.Ä ÄR R g S
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Let S be the local system of all finite subgroups of G. Consider someo
w xF g S . Then there exists S g S with V, Fs F W and V s W qo T T
 .C Fs for all T g X . In this situation,V S
cTw x w xdim W , Ft s dim W , Fs s dim W , Fs cK T K T K T T
w x w xs dim W , Fs s dim V , Fs - `.K T K
w x w x w x w xTherefore, V, Ft s W , Ft s W , Fs c s V, Fs c for all T g X .T T T T S
An application of Lemma 3.1 now yields
w x w x w xL m V , Fs c : W l V , Ft rF s L m V , Ft , .  .K R K /
RgS
 w x. w xwhence L m V, Fs c s L m V, Ft , because both sides have theK K
 .same L-dimension. Since V is an irreducible K Gs -module, we have
w x w xV s V, Gs s D V, Fs , and soF g S o
w x w xW c s L m V , Fs c s L m V , Ft .  .D Do K K
FgS FgSo o
w xs L m V , Gt s W , Gt : W .ÄK o o
Via conjugation by c, the finitary representation s of G on W isÄ o
w xequivalent to the finitary representation t of G on W , Gt induced fromÄ Äo o
t . With respect to the basis D, the groups Gt and Gt consist of matricesÄ Ä
w xwith entries from K. Hence KD contains a basis of W , Gt with respectÄo
to which Gt consists of matrices with entries from K. Therefore theÄ
finitary representation t is equivalent to the finitary representation of GÄo
w xon KD, Gt induced from t .
We are now well-prepared for the proof of the countable version of
Theorem A.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Theorem A holds for countable groups G.
 4Proof. We shall suppress s . Let S s F be an ascending chain ofi ig v
finite subgroups of G with union G. Choose FU g S, L U : L andi Fi
 .Ua g GL L , K as in Proposition 2.3. Without loss we may assume thati FiU  .F s F . Put L s L and V s KL . Extend a to a g FGL L, K asi iq1 i F i i i ii
 .  .in Remark 2.5 with F , a , L in place of F, a, L .i i iq1 o
 .We shall recursively choose elements c g FGL L, K such thati
 . w xi L, c : V ,i iq1
 .  ci.  . w ci xii F N F GL L , K and L _ L , F s 0, andi L iq1 iq1 iiq1
 . ciq1 ciiii g s g for all g g F .i
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Start with c s a , and suppose that c has been found. Then theo o i
 .  ci.representations F ª GL L , K given by g ª g N and by g ªLi iq2 iq2
 aiq1.  y1 .g N are equivalent via conjugation by c a N gL i iq1 Liq2 iq2
 .  wGL L , K . Hence the theorem of Deuring and Noether see 3,iq2
x.  .VII.1.22 implies that there exists b g GL L , K such thati iq2
bic ai iq1g N s g N for all g g F . .  . .L L iiq2 iq2
 .  aiq1 .Extend b to b g FGL L, K as in Remark 2.5 with F , b , L ini i iq1 i iq2
 .place of F, a, L , and put c s a b . This completes the recursion.o iq1 iq1 i
 .Now a well-defined stable representation t : G ª FGL L, K is given
ci  .by gt s g for all g g F . From Proposition 3.2 with S, L in place ofi iq1
 .S, D , the irreducible finitary representation s is equivalent to theFi w xfinitary representation of G on KL, Gt induced from t .
4. SMOOTH ASCENDING CHAINS
In this section we shall work under the assumptions made at the beginning
of Section 2. Moreo¨er, we shall always assume now that G is uncountable of
 .cardinality k . An ascending chain of sets X a - k is said to be smooth,a
if X s D X for all limit ordinals l - k . We are now going tol a - k a
approximate the group G by a smooth ascending chain of infinite irre-
ducible subgroups of smaller cardinalities. The arguments in this process
w xare an extension of the method introduced in 9, Section 6.3 .
LEMMA 4.1. L F k , and there exists an algebraically closed subfield L of
 .K of cardinality F k such that Gs F FGL L, L .
Proof. Let S be the local system of all finite subgroups of G. Since
w x w xV s KL is an irreducible KG-module, we have V s V, G s D V, SS g S
s D KL , where L is defined as in Section 2. Hence L s D LS g S S S S g S S
< <has cardinality at most S ? / s k . Now for every l g L and every g g Go
there exists a finite subset K of K such that lg g K L. The smallestl, g l, g
algebraically closed subfield L of K containing all the K has cardinalityl, g
F k .
LEMMA 4.2. Let H be an infinite subgroup of G of cardinality n , and let D
be a subset of L of cardinality F n . Then H is contained in a subgroup H of
G of cardinality n , and D is contained in a subset D of L of cardinality F n ,
such that KD is a faithful irreducible KH-submodule of V.
 4Proof. We shall recursively construct ascending chains H of sub-i i- v
 4  4groups of G of cardinalities F n , and D of subsets of L, and Ki i- v i i- v
of algebraically closed subfields of K, such that V s K D is a faithfuli i i
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K H -module of cardinality F n for all i G 1, and such that V : ¨K Hi i iy1 i i
for every ¨ g V _ 0.iy1
At the beginning, let H s H and D s D, and let K be the primeo o o
subfield of K. Suppose now that H , D and K have already beeniy1 iy1 iy1
found. If u, ¨ g V _ 0, then from the irreducibility of G there exist aiy1
finite subgroup F of G and a finite subset K of K such thatu,¨ u,¨
 :u g ¨K F . Let H s H , F N u, ¨ g V _ 0 . For every g g H _u,¨ u,¨ i iy1 u, ¨ iy1 i
w x  41, choose d g L such that d , g / 0. Let G s d N g g H _ 1 andg g i g i
D s D j G .i,o iy1 i
For 1 F j - v, choose recursively D : L of cardinality F n such thati, j
D H : KD . Then D s D D is a subset of L of cardinalityi, jy1 i i, j i j- v i, j
F n with D H : KD . Now there exist finite subsets L of K such thati i i l, g
lg g L D for all l g D and all g g H . The smallest algebraicallyl, g i i i
closed subfield K of K containing K and all the K and L u, ¨ gi iy1 u,¨ l, g
.V _ 0, l g D , g g H has cardinality F n . Now V s K D is a K H -iy1 i i i i i i i
module of cardinality F n satisfying V : ¨K H for every ¨ g V _ 0.iy1 i i iy1
Because G : D , the group H acts faithfully on V .i i i i
Finally, let H s D H , D s D D , and L s D K . Then LDi- v i i- v i i- v i
is a faithful irreducible LH-module of cardinality F n . Moreover, since L
w xis algebraically closed, it follows from 5 that the KH-module KD is
irreducible too.
 4PROPOSITION 4.3. There exist smooth ascending chains G ofa v F a - k
< <  4subgroups G of G of cardinalities a , and L of subsets L of La a v F a - k a
< <of cardinalities L l a , such that KL is a faithful irreducible KG -module,a a
and such that G s D G and L s D L .v F a - k a v F a - k a
 4Proof. Let X be a smooth ascending chain of subgroups Xa v F a - k a
< < < <of G with X s a and G s D X . We shall construct thea v F a - k a
desired chains recursively in such a way, that X : G and L l a : L .a a a
Because of Lemma 4.1 this will ensure that G s D G and L sv F a - k a
D L .v F a - k a
 .  .Apply Lemma 4.2 with X , v in place of H, D in order to obtain Gv v
and L . Suppose now that G and L have been found for all b - a . Ifv b b
a s g q 1 is a successor ordinal, then apply Lemma 4.2 with
 :  ..  .G , X , L j L l a in place of H, D in order to obtain G andg a g a
L . If on the other hand a is a limit ordinal, it just remains to show thata
V s KL is an irreducible KG -module. Assume, that V has a propera a a a
KG -submodule U. Choose b - a such that u, ¨ g V s KL for somea b b
u g U _ 0 and some ¨ g V _ U. Then U l V is a proper KG -submodulea b b
of V , in contradiction to the irreducibility of V .b b
For the proof of Theorem A, we need a final technicality.
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be any group, let LrK be any field extension, and let V
and W be KG-modules such that V is irreducible. If there exists a non-zero
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LG-homomorphism L m V ª L m W, then there exists a KG-monomor-K k
phism V ª W.
 .Proof. Let 0 / a g Hom L m V, L m W . Consider a fixed K-basisLG
 4  . l N i g I of L. Then L m V s l m V and L m W s l[ [i ig I i ig I i
.  . m W . For every k g I, define r g Hom L m W, W via  l mk K ig I i
.  .w r s w . Since a / 0, there exist j, k g I such that l m V ar / 0.i k k j k
 .  .Define b g Hom V, W _ 0 via ¨b s l m ¨ ar for all ¨ g V. Now,K j k
for every g g G, we have
l m l m ¨ gar s l m ¨ ga s l m ¨ a g .  .  . i j i j j
igI
s l m l m ¨ ar g s l m l m ¨ ar g , .  . i j i i j i /
igI igI
 .  .  .whence l m ¨ gar s l m ¨ ar g. This shows that b g Hom V, W .j k j k K G
Since V is an irreducible KG-module, we infer that ker b s 0.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM A
Again we shall suppress s . Because of Proposition 3.3 we may assume
without loss that G is uncountable of cardinality k . Choose smooth
 4  4ascending chains G and L as in Proposition 4.3. Bya v F a - k a v F a - k
transfinite induction we may assume that Theorem A holds for every
group of cardinality - k . In particular, there exist irreducible KG -mod-a
 .ules M v F a - k such that K M ( KL . We shall nowma K a K G aa 4recursively construct smooth ascending chains W of irreduciblea v F a - k
 4KG -modules W , and D of K-bases D of W , such thata a a v F a - k a a
K W ( KL .m K a K G aa
Start with W s M , and choose any K-basis D of W . Suppose next,v v v v
that W and D have been found for all b - a . If a s g q 1 is ab b
successor ordinal, we have
K W ( KL F KL ( K m M .m K g K G g a K G K ag g
From Lemma 4.4 we obtain a KG -monomorphism w : W ª M . Identifi-g g a
cation via wy1 of W w with W leads to an artificial copy W of M aboveg g a a
W . Extend D to a K-basis D of W .g g a a
Suppose finally, that a is a limit ordinal. Identify D with L in such aa a
 .way that each D b - a is identified with L . Then the finitaryb b
representation of G on KL leads to an irreducible finitary representa-a a
 .tion s : G ª FGL D , K , while the finitary representation of G on Wa a a a a
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 .leads to a finitary representation t : G ª FGL D , K , such that fora a a
every b - a , KD is G s - and G t -invariant, and such that there existsb b a b a
 .  .cbc g GL D , K with gs N s gt N for all g g G . Now Proposi-b b a D a D bb b
tion 3.2 implies that s is equivalent to the representation of G ona a
w xKD , G t induced from t . However, each W is an irreduciblea a a a b
 .  .K G t -module, whence W is an irreducible K G t -module, andb a a a a
w xKD , G t s KD . Thus K W ( KL , and the recursion isma a a a K a K G aa
completed.
Finally, the above limit argument applies with k in place of a in order
to produce the KG-module W s D W with K W ( V.mv F a - k a K K G
6. PROOF OF THEOREM B
Again, we shall suppress s . Since Proposition 2.1 applies to linear
 . wgroups, we may assume that L is infinite. Consider case b first. From 9,
xPropositions 2 and 3 , G is then a transitive group of permutations of a set
V, which are finitary in the sense that each g g G only moves finitely
many elements of V. Moreover, KL is the natural permutation module
w xK m QV, G . Thus, with respect to a suitable basis of KL, the group G isQ
represented by matrices with entries from Q.
 4Now let V N i g I be a proper system of imprimitivity of G in KL.i
w x wFrom 9, 2.2.3 , each V is finite-dimensional. As in the linear case 11,i
x  .1.10 , the stabilizer N s N V acts irreducibly on V . Therefore Proposi-i G i i
tion 2.1 ensures that N is represented on V as a matrix group over Ki i
with respect to a suitable choice of basis B . Let G be the group of alli
w xpermutations of I which are induced from the action of G. By 9, 2.2.3 ,
w xthe group G consists of finitary permutations. As in 10, p. 108, Lemma 5 ,
 .the group G is similar to a subgroup of the restricted permutational
wreath product N wr G, where i g I is fixed. This wreath product stilli I oo
acts finitary linearly on KL. And via the action of G, the basis B of Vi io o
extends to a basis B of KL with respect to which the wreath product
becomes a stable matrix group over K.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM C
From passing to the algebraic closure of K we may assume without loss
 .that K is algebraically closed. Consider any K Gs -composition series C
in V s KL. The finitary representation s induces a finitary representa-
tion of G on the direct sum of the factors of the series C. The kernel of
w xthis latter representation coincides with N by 8, Theorem B . Moreover,
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the number of the factors in C is at most L. Therefore, it suffices to
consider the case when s is irreducible. From Theorem A we may then
also assume that K is countable. If Char K s 0, if L is infinite, and if Gs
is primitive, then G has cardinality L as a transitive group of finitary
 .permutations cf. proof of Theorem B . And in all other instances of case
 . w xb , s is stable by Theorem B and 9, Propositions 2 and 3 .
Let S be the set of all finite subsets of L. For every L g S, let G beo L o
the set of all g g G such that the non-zero entries of gs y 1 lie in the
  . .columns corresponding to L resp. in the restricted matrix gs y 1 N .o L o
 .Then G is the union of the subsets G L g S . Since K is countable,L oo
 L4  . < <every G has cardinality at most max / , 2 resp. / . Hence S FL o oo
 4 < <  L4  < <  4.max / , L implies G F max / , 2 resp. G F max / , L .o o o
8. PROOF OF THEOREM D
 .Let G be a periodic irreducible locally solvable subgroup of FGL L, K .
w xFrom 5 we may assume without loss that K is algebraically closed.
Because of the theorem of Zalesskii and Winter, we only need to consider
w  .xthe case when L is infinite. Then L s / from 8, Theorem A iii .o
w xMoreover, 8, Theorem A implies that G has a non-trivial abelian normal
w xsubgroup N. By 7, Theorem 5.1 , N is completely reducible.
Consider an irreducible N-submodule U of V, on which N acts non-triv-
w x w xially. Choose h g N such that U, h / 0. Since N is abelian, U, h is an
w x wN-submodule of U, whence U s U, h is finite-dimensional. From 9,
xLemma 14 , the N-homogeneous components of V are then finite-dimen-
sional too, and they form a proper system of imprimitivity in V under the
action of G. Therefore Theorem B implies that there exists a faithful
 .stable representation G ª FGL / , K . In particular, G is countable.o
 .Part b now follows in the same way as Theorem C.
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